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the search for sunken pdf
Sunken lanes are a characteristic feature of the landscape of southern England, especially in the chalk areas
of the North and South Downs, and greensand areas such as the Weald.The Surrey Hills AONB has many
sunken lanes. Seal Hollow Road in Sevenoaks is a fine example of a sunken lane in southern England.. They
are a particular feature of the West Country, in counties such as Dorset, and ...
Sunken lane - Wikipedia
Sunken battleships are the wrecks of large capital ships built from the 1880s to the mid 20th century that
were either destroyed in battle, mined, deliberately destroyed in a weapons test, or scuttled.The battleship, as
the might of a nation personified in a warship, played a vital role in the prestige, diplomacy, and military
strategies of 20th century nations.
List of sunken battleships - Wikipedia
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